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ABSTRACT

In situ high temperature Fe MBssbauer measurements were

performed on samples of YBa2(Cu, Fe )*0- , , in pure oxygen or in air,

both at a pressure of about 1 atm. Three samples were studied with

x = 0.005 and 0.010, respectively in the temperature range from 295 to

640 K. As in previously published papers, the fitted quadrupole doublets

were associated to different oxygen configurations around the Fe ions on

the Cu(l) chain site, whose temperature dependent behavior can be

summarized: i) the f-factor for the different configurations are very

similar; ii) the effective Debye temperature (= 350 K) is rather

insensitive to the Fe content and oxygen coordination; iii) the electronic

configuration of Fe is very stable up to 320 C; iv) the quadrupole

splitting q(T) can be well described within the picture us.ed for non-

cubic metals. Finally a partial change from doublet A to B induced by

temperatures is observed. This change is completely or partially reve£

Bible, depending on the sample.

PACS No. 74.70.Rv, 76.80.+y.
Key-words: Siroeroonducting materials; Mfissbauer spectrosoppy.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The intense effort to understand the high T values

observed in the superconducting oxides from experimental and

theoretical point of view has produced considerable results

although there are still many open questions. The substitution

of impurity ions in various lattice sites with quite different

effects on T , has been extensively performed in an attempt to

increase the experimental ensemble of information. Since it is

generally assumed that the fundamental units, responsible for

the high T values are the Cu-0 planes and chains, it is of

particular interest to study impurity ions which are stabilized

at the Cu sites in order to propose mechanisms for the decrease

in T , for example observed in oxides where the Cu ions arec

replaced by transition metal ions like Fe, Cu and Ni. For that

reason, many Fe Môssbauer Effect (ME) spectroscopy experiments

on Fe-substituted YBa2Cu307 (YBaCuO) in the orthorhombic phase

have been reported " . The interpretation in the observed Fè
4 5

ME was quite contradictory in the beginning ' , but essentially

converged in the meantime to the two following facts: (i) Fe

preferencially occupies the Cu(l) sites and (ii) the different

Fe ME subspectra (quadrupole doublets) are due to different

oxygen configurations at the Cu(l) sites.

Based on comparison of the ME spectra for 0 7 and 0fi

YBaCuO phases and taking into account results from electron
6 7 8

and neutron diffraction ' , as well as existing EXAFS data ,
9 '

we have proposed the following oxyçen configurations for Fe

in Cu(l) sites: a) (tetrahedral) ; b) (pyramidal) sr.d c) (octa-
hedral) oxygen coordinations (Fig. 1), in the orthcrhor.bic phase,
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These oxygen configurations, which occur at low Fe concen-

tration (x < 0.01), result in the three quadrupole doublets

A, B and C whose MiJssbauer parameters are shown in Table I.

Doublet A and B, which are the main doublets at low Fe con-

centration, are typical for Fe located in twin boundaries ' .
*

At higher Fe concentration and low oxygen content three new

doublets (D, E and F) appear with the hf parameters reported

in Table I. While doublet D probably is due to the square

planar coordinated Fe (two 0(1) and both 0(4) - Fig. If), which

is the regular oxygen configuration at Cu(l) site in the 0 ?

phase, the assignment of both E and F is still not yet clear

but, they are very likely to be influenced by Fe clustering

occuring at these Fe concentration .

In order to get a wider understanding of the possible

oxygen configurations occuring at the Cu(l) site at room

temperature (RT) and their thermal stability, we have studied

FerYBaCuO at high temperature (up to 320 C) by heating the

sample either in pure oxygen or in air, both at a pressure of

about 1 atm and measuring in situ. Preliminary results have

been reported-before . To our knowledge, these are the

first in situ high temperature ME experiments performed so

far in these compounds. It should be mentioned that high

temperature annealing in vacuum or air and successive Fe
12-14ME experiments at RT have been reported by other groups

In these experiments, however, the change of the oxygen content

and its influence or. the ME spectrum is studied, whereas in our

experiments the oxygen conter.t is kept constant (at least for

the experiments done in 1 atm of pure oxygen). Thus, from our
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experiments one will learn about the thermal stability of

oxygen configurations present at RT and about possible other

configurations stabilized at high temperatures. Furthermore,

from such experiments the temperature dependence of the hf

parameters (IS, QS) as well as of the recoilless fraction f

is obtained. Such data are important from the theoretical

point of view, since they give information about poásible

low lying excited electronic states as well as on lattice

dynamics (effective Debye temperature) of the Fe ions' in -this

superconducting oxide.

II. EXPERIMENTAL . •

Three different Fe-substituted YBa-fCUj^Fe ),07

samples prepared by the standard procedure with different

ME spectra at RT were chosen for high temperature ME studies.

Sample I and II with x = 0.005 from different batches, sample

III with x = 0.01, quenched from 800C during preparation and

reloaded with oxygen at about 400C for 15 hrs. The ME

spectra of samples I and II, taken at RT, show the main

quadrupole doublets A end B characteristic for low Fe concen-

tration, however with different relative intensities of

these two doublets. In addition all the samples show a

third doublet, naned C for samples I and II and C for sample

III with slightly different hyperfine parameters.

The samples were kept in a temperature controlled

oven with a boron nitride sample holder and mylar windows

which allowed to perform in situ high temperature studies in
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oxygen (Sample III) or air (Sample I and II) at about 1 atm

pressure at temperatures between 22 C and 320 C. The Co:Rh source

was kept at RT.'Typical measuring time at a fixed temperature was

about 12 hrs.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

III.l - Behavior of Fe Species in YBaCuO at High

Temperature • .

Fig. 2 shows the Mossbauer spectra obtained for

Sample I with 0.5% Fe heated in air at the indicated tempera-

tures. Similar spectra are shown in Fig. 3 for sample III with

1% Fe heated in 0- atmosphere. The main information obtained from

the visual and computer analysis of these spectra is concerned

with the relative intensity of the doublets associated to Fe

species A and B, which are plotted in Fig. 4 (the lines are only

a guide to the eyes). The relative intensities of species C

and C are not shown because they remain constant with tempera-

ture within the experimental error.

In Fig. 4a two heating cycles for the Sample I are

shown; the full line is related to the data points obtained

for the intensitiss of doublet A and B in the first heating

from 295 to 533 K, while the dashed line is associated with

the second cycle of measurements from 22 C to 320 C. It is

important to notice that the relative intensities for doublet

A and B art recovered when the sample is cooled down to RT.

The Sample II exhibits similar behavior as can be seen in

Fig. 4b/ except for the non reversibility of the initial

values of the relative intensities for,A and B. Despite the
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fact that Sample III was heated in 0_ atmosphere (Fig. 4c),

the same results related to the intensities of doublets A and

B, have been observed.

The main effect to be seen in Fig. 4 is an increase

of the intensity associated to species B at the expenses of

species A, in spite of the differences displayed by the

detailed behavior. For example the reversibility at RT for

intensities A and B may partial depend on the initial con-

centration of both Fe species. The results shown in Fig. 4a

and 4c (samples with initial intensity 60% for A and 30% for

B) reveal a total reversibility, whereas Sample II, with

initial intensity of 45% for A and B, exhibits only a partial

reversibility (see Fig. 4b). The relative intensities after

cooling this sample to RT become 60% for A and 30% for B.

This may be an accidental result or an indication that 60% and

30% is some kind of equilibrium concentration for both species

A and B.

The present result is an additional confirmation of

the correlation already observed between the two iron species

A and B. The behavior of the species corresponding to A, is

similar to that reported by TEM measurements for twin boun-

daries in pure YBaCuO as a function of temperature and to

the results from high resolution electron microscopy on iron

concentration in dopped samples . Based on such informations

and present results an assignment for the oxygen configuration

corresponding to A and B has been proposed : the species A is

attributed to tetrahedric coordination (Fig. Id) typical for

twin boundaries, while species B, which dominates the Mttss-
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bauer spectra at high Fe concentration, would be attributed to

a pyramidal coordination of oxygens (Fig. le). Indeed the

configuration attributed to A can transform to B if an oxygen atom

from a neighboring ion jumps to the 0(1) site and completes the

5th coordination. This process needs a certain activation energy

and can be reversible, the probability of such mechanism may

depend very much on sample preparation.

III.2 - Temperature Dependence of Recoiless Fraction

The recoiless fraction f measured in a ME experiment

at different absorber íemperatures T gives information about the

mean square displacement <X^(T)> of Môssbauer isotope in the

absorber. Within the Debye model and at high temperatures

(T * 6D/2) (6- = effective Debye temperature of ME nucleus) f

can be approximated by

2 ~ 6*R • T •lnf = <x^(T)> s ̂  (̂ -)
kôD 6D

where E R is the recoil energy (ER = 22.6 K for the 14.4 keV Y

transition in Fe).Fig. 5 shows a plot of the total ME ab-

sorption area as a function of T for the two different samples

studied. All data are consistent with <9D> = 350*51?, independent

of sample. This indicates that <6rl
> is rather insensitive to the

Fe content in Fe:YBaCuO compounds in this range of concentration.

A similar plot for the absorption areas of the

individual quadrupole doublets is not possible, since there

occurs a temperature induced change in the oxygen configuration

of she Fe ions, resulting in different relative line intensities

of these doublets with temperature (see section III.l).
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The observation that all data points in Fig. 5 are on a

straight line, i.e. that no change of the slope occurs with

temperature, on the other hand indicates that the £-factor

for the different quadrupole doublets (different oxygen con-

figurations) are very similar.

The absolute value of <6Q> is relatively high for a

16 'metal but typical for Fe oxides like e.g. Fe-O. • This means

2
that the phonon spectrum determining <x (T) > of Fe in

YBaCuO compounds does not show any abnormal behavior as one

may speculate as one of the possibilities to explain the high

T of these oxides. However, since <^rJ
> gives only a rather

integral information on the phonon spectrum, this conclusion

has to be treated with some care.

III.3 - Temperature dependence of hyperfine parameters

a) Isomer Shift

The center shift (S) (relative to the Co:Rh at RT)

of the individual quadrupole doublets A, B and C, as obtained

from least square fits to the ME spectra, are given in Fig. 6

as a function of temperature T. While the center shift of

doublet A does not depend on the Fe content, a small

difference in S is observed for doublet B and C between the

0.05 and 1% Fe samples. This fact together with the obser-

vation of a rather large line width of these doublets may

indicate that they are not due to Fe with an unique nearest

neighbor configuration.

Different subspectra (quadrupole doublets), whc?e
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relative intensities will vary with the Fe or O content, pro-

bably are adding up to the doublets B and C. Independent of

this finding, a linear change of S with T is observed for

-4
all quadn'.pole doublets which is given by (3S/3T) =(6.5±0.5).10

mm.s~»K~ and (8.0H.0) .10" mm.s~.K~ for doublets A, B and

C, respectively. In order to extrapolate from these data the

temperature dependence of the isomer shift S.-iTL at

constant volume one has to correct S for the second order

Doppler shift SSQD(T) and for thermal expansion

ea) t ) + (!fis. sinv, 3sis,
STJP ~ l 3T 'p l31nV'T (~TT~'P {~^T

The second term, which corrects for the thermal

expansion, usually is more than one order of magnitude smaller

than the observed value of (3S/9T) and will be neglected
3S "

(typical values are iy^)? - 1 mm.s"1 , (-^^p = £
p < lO'^K*

1)
19The second order Dôppler shift is given by

^SOD11' ' 2c

2
where <v (T)> is the mean square velocity of the ME nucleus.

Using the Debye model with <6_> = 350 K, as obtained from the

temperature dependence of the recoiless fraction (Section III.2) /

the temperature dependence of SS0_(T) in the temperature region
3SSOD -4 -1 -"

300 < T < 640 K can be approximated by (-*•=—) =.6.8y10 mm.s *K

Thus, the observed temperature dependence of the center shift S is •

completely due to the second order Dttppler shift, i.e.
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This means that the change of the isomer shift of

Fe in the YBaCuO compounds, in the temperature region

300 < T < 640 K, is smaller than 0.02 mm.s . Therefore, we can

conclude that the electronic configuration of the Fe ions in

this compound is very stable up to 640 K.

b) Quadrupole Splitting

The temperature dependence of the electric field

gradient (EFG) q(T) in non-cubic metals which leads to a

1 2

temperature dependent quadrupole splitting AEQ(T) ^ e Qq(T)

of the (I « 3/2) excited nuclear state of Fe with the

nuclear quadrupole moment Q usually is written as :

q(T) = qQ [1-S.T3/2J

This empirically found relation can be interpreted in the

following way: the averaging of the EFG due to thermal

motions ox the lattice ions leads to a reduction of q with

increasing T. The proportionality constant 8, therefore,is

a measure of the "force constant" which determines Sp, i.e.

D
2 -1in the Debye model B « (M9D ) where M is the mass of the

vibrating ion.

We have plotted in Fig. 7 the quadrupole splitting

3/2

3/2

3/2q(T) of the two main doublets A and B as a function of T .

The data are consistent with a linear decrease of q vs T'

-5 -3/2
with a slope of â * 8*10 «K . This rather small value of
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is in agreement with the large value of < 6 D
> ox small value

2 "^ —7 — 2
of (M<8D> ) - 1.4*10 . K , if one compares with the values

21found in other non-rubic metals . Thus the temperature

dependence of q(T) in the YBaCuO compounds can be well described

within the picture used for q(T) in non-cubic metals. Further-

more, we can exclude the existence of low lying excited

electronic states of the Fe ions, which may be populated at

these high temperatures, since this should lead to a signifi-

cant additional change in q(7). This conclusion agrees with
*

that drawn from the temperature dependence of the isomer

shift (Section III.3).

IV. CONCLUSIONS

Our in situ high-temperature Mflssbauer studies of

Fe doped YBaCuO show a reversible (or partially reversible)

change in the relative intensities of the two main doublets A

and B corresponding to Fe species, which differ in the number

of oxygen nearest neighbor atoms (4 and 5 respectively). This

is an extra confirmation that both species correspond to Fe

occupation of the sane Cu site, namely Cu(l) site. This

change can be explained by a thermal activated oxygen hopping.

Moreover this high-temperature Fe Mossbauer studies

indicate a quite normal behavior of both the recoiless fraction

and of the hyperfine parameters of the Fe ions: -the effective

Debye temperature is typical for Fe in oxides and is insensi-

tive to Fe content, at least in the low concentration limit,

and oxygen coordination; the quadrupolc splitting behaves
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like that found in non-cubic metals and-the temperature

dependence of the center shift is completely due to second

order Dfippler shift. Thus, there is no indication of any low

lying electronic excited states of the Fe ions. B'rom the

Fe Môssbauer spectroscopy point of view this compound shows

the expected "double face", it behaves on one side like an

ordinary Fe oxide (high effective Debye temperature) and on

the other side like a normal, noi

of the quadrupole interaction).

the other side like a normal, non-cubic metal (T -dependence
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Fig. 1 - Local environment of Fe at Cu(l) site.

Fig. 2 - Mfissbauer spectra of sample I with 0.5% Fe heated

in air at the indicated temperature.

Fig. 3 - Mfissbauer spectra of sample III with 1% Fe heated in

0- atmosphere at the indicated temperatures.

Fig. 4 - Relative intensities of the doublets associated to -

Fe species A and B as a function of temperature

with different heating cycles. Full line is related

to the data points corresponding to the intensities

of species A and B in the first cycle (22 C to 320 C ) .

Dashed line is associated to the second cycle

(22 C to 320 C) .

a) Sample I with 0.5% Fe heated in air

b) Sample II with 0.5% Fe heated in air

c) Sample III with 1% Fe heated in 0- atmosphere.

Fig. 5 - Temperature dependence of the total area of FerYBa-Cu-jO.,

normalized to the room temperature data.

Fig. 6 - Center Shift (S) of the individuals doublets A, B and

C as a function of temperature.

Fig. 7 - Quadrupole Splitting of the two main doublets A and B
3/"?

as a function of T .
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IS

QS

(mm.s"*

(mm.s"

) 0

) 1

A

. 1 8

. 5 6

IRON SPECIES

0

1

B

.03

.20

0.

.0.

C

19

30

0

1

D

.04

.98

E

0.

0.

13

70

0

0

F

.30

.55

Table I: Mõssbauer hyperfine parameters of the quadrupole

doublets associated to Fe species A, B, C, D, E and

F present in YBa2{Fe2Cul-x)3°6+6 f o r d i f f e r e n t

oxygen contents: IS (Isomer Shift) relative to iron

\ metal; QS (Quadrupole Splitting).
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